Know the signs...
Snapchat - Privacy Guide
Snapchat has two privacy settings, each with different options:
Who Can Send Me Snaps - you have two privacy options: "Everyone" and "My Friends."
Who Can View My Story - you have three privacy options: "Everyone,” "My Friends," and
“Custom.”
By default, only users you add to your friends list can send you Snaps. If a Snapchatter
you haven't added as a friend tries to send you a Snap, you'll receive a notification but will
only receive the Snap when you add them to your friends list.
Change who can send me Snaps

Tap the gear icon (Settings) on the upper-right corner of the feed screen.

Tap the bar that says “Send Me Snaps."

If you want everyone to be able to send you Snaps (even users that you haven't added),
tap “Everyone”. If you want just your friends to send you Snaps, tap “My Friends.” Your
changes will be saved when you press the back button.

Change who can see my Stories
Tap the bar that says “View My Story."

If you want everyone to be able to see your Stories (even users that haven’t added you
back), tap “Everyone.” If you want just your added friends to be able to see your Stories,
tap “My Friends.” If you want to choose who can view your Stories, tap "Custom" and
select which friends you want to block from seeing your Stories. Your changes will be
saved when you press the back button.

Know the Signs
Child sexual exploitation can take place over the internet, and can lead to other ‘off line’
types of CSE.
Even something that seems like normal teenage behaviour could be a sign that a child is
being exploited.
These can include:
• Increasing or secretive mobile phone use
• Excessive amount of time online & being secretive about time online
• A significantly older ‘boyfriend’ or ‘friend’ or lots of new friends
• Change in behaviour - becoming aggressive & disruptive or quiet & withdrawn
• Unexplained gifts or new possessions such as clothes, jewellery, mobile phones or
money that can’t be accounted for
• Regularly missing from home or school and staying out all night
If you have concerns about a child you know report it to West Yorkshire Police by calling
101. Always call 999 in an emergency.
Deaf, hard of hearing or speech impaired
people can use textphone 18001 101.
You can call Crimestoppers anonymously
on 0800 555 111.

